
What is Public Opinion?
§ Citizens’ opinions about politics and 

government actions  
§ Why does public opinion matter?

§ Explains the behavior of citizens and public officials
§ Motivates both citizens and public officials
§ Helps explain policy outcomes



Forming Political Opinions
§ Costs, Benefits, and Cues

§ Self-interest principle: people choose what 
benefits them personally

§ In some cases, individuals are unable to 
determine personal costs or benefits

§ Opinion also emerges from cues and mental 
shortcuts



Forming Political Opinions
§ Political Leadership
§ Public opinion on specific issues molded by 

political leaders
§ Politicians make arguments based on shared 

ideology and self-interest
§ Issue framing or “spin”

§ Politicians’ ability to influence public opinion 
enhanced by growth of broadcast media



Public Opinion and the  
Models of Democracy

§ Opinion Polling Started in the 1930s
§ Became powerful in 1950s with computers

§ Majoritarian
§ Majority of people hold clear, consistent opinions 

on government policy
§ Pluralist 

§ Public is uninformed and ambivalent



Recent Efforts to Measure 
Public Opinion

§ 1940s: Polling techniques became more 
sophisticated.
§ Setback with prediction that Dewey would defeat 

Truman in the 1948 general election

§ Gallup Organization
§ National Election Study
§ Internet



Stop the Presses! Oops, 
Too Late…



Accuracy of the Gallup Poll



Survey Research:  Taking Polls

Face to Face Poll:

Telephone Poll:
How random is the sample?

Internet Poll:
Does everyone own a computer?

Call-in Poll:
Who is likely to call in?



A Checklist for an Accurate Poll

1. A Random Sample:  were the people in the survey 
randomly selected such that any member of the 
population had an equal chance being selected?

2. Sample Size:  How many people do researchers need for 
an accurate survey?

3. Sample Error:  the larger the sample size, the smaller the 
sample error.

4. Question Wording:  did the way the questions were 
worded influence the results?

5. Reliable Respondents:  respondents often give socially 
acceptable answers rather than truthful ones.





Survey Research:  Margins of Error*

Margin of Error Sample Size

+/- 4% 600

+/- 3% 1,065

+/- 2% 2,390

+/- 1% 9,425

* For a universe greater than 500,000, 95% of the time



Survey Research:  Exit Polls

On election day voters are personally interviewed 
as they leave the voting booth.

Exit polls are used by the media to “call” winners 
early on election night even before all the votes 
are counted.

-- in response to criticism that early calls 
reduce voter turnout, the networks have 
agreed not to call a state result until after the 
polls close in that state



Survey Research:  Push Polls

These polls are often done by campaign workers 
posing as independent pollsters.

They deliberately word questions in such a way as 
to elicit the “right” response:

-- “if you knew that Congressman Smith would 
soon be indicted for child molestation, would 
you vote for him?” 
-- “improving education” vs. “raising taxes”
-- “cleaning up the environment” vs. 

“expanding government power”
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The Distribution of Public Opinion



Socialization:  The Origins of Political Opinions

Political Socialization is the learning of 
political values, beliefs and opinions.

o this begins early in life

Family—the first agent of socialization
o children begin to identify themselves as 

Republicans or Democrats (almost 
always the same as their parents) but 
specific opinions on policy questions 
may not be the same



Socialization:  The Origins of Political Opinions

School—today political battles over textbooks, teaching 
methods, and prayer in schools are not unusual

-- there is no strong evidence that there is a causal 
relationship between what is taught in the schools and the 
political attitudes of students

oschools try to inculcate good citizenship values in their 
students (tolerance for others, the importance of voting, 
democratic rules)
ostudents are taught to respect the institutions of 

government (the flag, the Pledge of Allegiance)
-- the younger the student the more positive their 

attitudes towards political authority
-- during high school students acquire some ability to 
think along liberal and conservative lines
-- the college experience appears to produce a 

“liberalizing” effect
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Student Ideology



Turnout Rate By Education



Socialization:  The Origins of Political Opinions

Religious Beliefs—which religion a person identifies 
with and how important religion is to the individual’s 
life affects public opinion.

-- religion shapes political attitudes on a 
variety of issues:  abortion, drugs, the death 
penalty, homosexuality, and prayer in public 
schools

-- religion also plays a role in political ideology:  
fundamentalists are more likely to describe 
themselves as conservatives than moderates, 
and very few accept the liberal label.



Socialization:  The Origins of Political Opinions

Age—The Generation Gap
-- on most issues, older people are more 
conservative than younger people
-- younger Americans in general are less interested 
and involved in politics than older Americans 
-- younger Americans are less likely to keep up with 
political news and are less likely to vote

Media Influence—media attention creates issues; it sets the 
agenda for discussion

-- it does not tell people what to think; it tells them 
what to think about



Turnout Increases With Age



Gender and Opinion
Is there a gender gap in public opinion?  Yes and No

Women are more likely than men to:
-- favor an activist role for government
-- oppose U.S. military intervention
-- support restrictions on firearms
-- support spending on social programs
-- identify themselves as Democrats

There is less difference on issues such as:
-- abortion
-- the role of women in business and politics
-- whether one would vote for a qualified woman for 

president



Turnout Rate By Gender



Race and Opinion

Whites and Blacks differ significantly in:
-- believing that there is discrimination in 
employment, housing and education 

-- Blacks generally support a more positive 
role for government in reducing inequality in 
society

(Blacks are more apt to identify themselves as 
liberals)

-- African American perceptions of the criminal 
justice system are especially negative



Hispanic Opinion

Hispanics are generally conservative on social 
issues:

-- opposing abortion and opposing racial 
preference

Hispanics are generally liberal on economic issues:
-- government provision for health insurance
-- belief that immigration helps the economy

The Hispanic voter turnout is quite low:
-- Hispanics account for over 15% of the 
population but around 10% of the voters





The Development of the Mass 
Media in the United States 

§ Newspapers
§ First U.S. newspapers: small circulations, political 

organs
§ 1830s: independent ownership, large circulations
§ 1880s: large cities had many newspapers
§ 1960s: Competition nearly disappeared under pressure 

from radio and TV
§ 2000s: Circulation declined but readership up (online) 



The Development of the Mass 
Media in the United States

§ Magazines
§ More specialized than newspapers, less frequent 

publication
§ Magazines can wield political power

§ Attentive policy elites
§ Influence mass opinion through two-step flow of communication

§ Like newspapers, circulation has declined



The Development of the Mass 
Media in the United States

§ Radio
§ 1920: regular, scheduled, continuous broadcasting 

began 
§ Americans quick to purchase and use radios
§ Nearly15,000 licensed stations today

§ 9 out of 10 Americans listen to AM/FM radio
§ News and talk radio formats popular

§ Talk radio criticized for polarizing politics by publicizing extreme 
views



Watching the President 
on Television



The Development of the Mass 
Media in the United States

§ Television
§ 1940: 23 TV stations in U.S.
§ 1951: first coast-to-coast broadcast
§ By 2012, in the U.S.:

§ 1,300+ commercial and 300 public stations
§ 97% of homes have at least one TV
§ Three broadcast networks have large audiences
§ Millions of viewers drifted to cable networks



The Development of the Mass 
Media in the United States

§ Internet
§ 1969: ARPANET – 4 universities connected

§ 1972: 37 Universities Connected
§ 1983: networks linked and Internet created
§ Used mainly for e-mail among researchers

§ 1991: World Wide Web (WWW) created by 
European physicists
§ 1993: only 50 websites
§ Today: 500 million websites
§ Over 80% of Americans use Internet



Private Ownership 
of the Media

§ Private Ownership of Media Taken for 
Granted in U.S.
§ Only 300 of 1600 TV stations are public
§ Only 900 of 15,000+ radio stations are public

§ Some Governments Control News Flow
§ China: Internet police prevent “subversive 

content”
§ Some Western democracies: print media 

privately owned but not broadcast media



Tank Man’s Fans

This	iconic	image	of	a	lone	pro-democracy	protestor	in	China’s	Tiananmen	Square	in	1989	is	still	unknown	
to	many	people	in	China	since	the	image	is	officially	censored



Tank Man’s Fans

How	you	saw	it	in	China	before	even	this	was	censored



Government Regulation 
of Media

§ Regulation of Content 
§ First Amendment prohibits Congress from 

abridging freedom of press
§ FCC regulates content to serve public 

interest
§ Fairness Doctrine (repealed In 1987)

§ Equal Opportunities Rule
§ Reasonable Access Rule
§ Repeal allowed more ideological, controversial and partisan 

coverage



Functions of the Mass Media 
for the Political System

§ Four Specific Functions Mass Media Serve for 
the Political System
§ Reporting the news
§ Interpreting the news
§ Setting the agenda for government action
§ Socializing citizens about politics



Evaluating the Media 
in Government

§ Is Reporting Biased?
§ Incumbents receive more news coverage than challengers
§ Political bias in coverage can depend on the party in power
§ Bias in reporting not limited to election campaigns

§ Different media may reflect different understanding of 
political issues

§ Availability and variety of media sources and coverage 
puts pressure on citizens to judge information


